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Description

This invention relates to a hermetic refrigeration terminal having a cup-shaped body with a generally flat bottom and at least one opening in said bottom defined by an annular sealing lip, a current conducting pin extending through said opening and beyond both ends of said lip, the inner end of said pin being on the dish side and the outer end on the outer side of said body, and a seal bonding said pin to an inside surface of said lip. A hermetic refrigeration terminal of this type is known from US—A—3,160,460, wherein a straight current carrying pin is sealed in place within a lip defining a hole in the terminal body, by means of fusible glass. Under certain circumstances of motor or compressor failure, a conductive deposit can form on the surface of the glass, and on the inner surface of the terminal parts between adjacent terminal pins, leading to arcing, which in turn, leads to surface damage to the glass seal. The failure also can lead to the build up of pressure within the hermetic shell, and it has happened that as a repairman is working on or inspecting the device, a pin has vented releasing noxious gasses. The problem of providing a seal for an electrical terminal subjected to high pressure has been approached in various ways heretofore. US—A—3,134,230 shows a terminal pin with an integral flange positioned between a ceramic washer and a glass sleeve for use in a pressure bomb or rocket motor. US—A—2,944,325 and US—A—3,005,039 are other assemblies of terminal pins with flanges. Reference is also made to US—A—3,605,076 which relates to a sealed terminal comprising a distastable sealing member encapsulated between end caps disposed on opposite sides of the sealing member to urge the sealing member into engagement with the pin and lip. Eyelets are provided on the current conducting pin to retain the caps in position. This known terminal does not comprise a bonded seal exposed to the interior of a hermetically sealed casing. Therefore, no conductive deposit can form on the seal, as in US patent 3 160 460. In US—A—3,605,076 it is explained that the distastable sealing member disposed between the caps is used to avoid a glass seal so as to permit use of highly conductive conductor pins, such as copper and copper alloys. The US—A—3,605,076 has, however, the disadvantage that it does not provide the perfect hermetically sealed closure as a seal bonded to the lip and current conducting pin. Also, the terminal of US—A—3,605,076 does not provide the same safety against blow-out of the current conducting pin as a bonded seal terminal.

The object of the invention is to provide a hermetic refrigeration terminal of the type described in US patent 3,160,460 and which avoids formation of a conductive deposit on the seal is simple and economical to manufacture and provides improved retention or inhibition against blow-out of the current conducting pin. In accordance with the invention the solution of this object is achieved by providing a flange extending generally radially from said pin and located between said lip and said inner end of said pin, and a ceramic sleeve surrounds said pin and extends between said flange and said lip, said sleeve having at least a portion with a diameter larger than said opening, and being bonded at its end opposite the flange to said seal.

Embodiments of the invention will now be described with reference to the drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a view in side elevation partly broken away, of a hermetic refrigeration terminal illustrating the general features of this invention;

Figure 2 is a sectional view of the portion of the terminal shown in Figure 1 indicated by the line 2—2 of Figure 1 and illustrating one specific embodiment;

Figure 3 is a sectional view similar to that of Figure 2 showing a second embodiment;

Figure 4 is a similar sectional view showing a third embodiment;

Figure 5 is a similar sectional view showing a fourth embodiment;

Figure 6 is a similar sectional view showing a fifth embodiment;

Figure 7 is a similar sectional view showing a sixth embodiment;

Figure 8 is a similar sectional view showing a seventh embodiment; and

Figure 9 is a sectional view diametrically through a hermetic refrigeration terminal, illustrating an eighth, and preferred embodiment of this invention.

Referring now to the drawing for illustrative embodiments of this invention, reference numeral 1 indicates an assembled hermetic terminal having a cup-shaped body 2 with a generally flat bottom 3 and side wall 4 with an outwardly flaring rim 5. The bottom has a dish side surface 6, and outside surface 7, and an opening 8 defined by an annular lip 9 with an inside wall surface 10 (see fig. 9), a free edge 11 on the dish side and a radius 12 on the outside. These elements are common to all the embodiments. Referring now to Figure 1, a current carrying pin 13 with an outer end 15 and an inner end 16 has conventional terminal tabs 17. The current carrying pin 13 is sealed within the opening 8 by a seal 18. Conventionally, the outside surface of the bottom wall and a part of the projecting outer end of the terminal pin are covered by an insulating material such as epoxy or silicone rubber 19.

The current carrying pin 13 of this invention has an integral generally radially projecting flange 20. A sleeve 25 is mounted around the pin between the flange and the lip, and is
bonded to the lip and to the terminal by the seal 18.

Referring to Figure 2 for one particular illustrative embodiment 201 of this invention, the opening 8 in the bottom 3 is defined by an annular lip 209 with an inside wall 210, a free edge 211, which in this embodiment is shown as somewhat rounded, and a radius 212. A current conducting pin 213 with a shank 214, an inner end 216, and an outer end 215, has a flange 220 that is larger in diameter than the inside diameter of the opening 8 through the upper portion of the inside wall 210.

The flange 220 has a flat surface 222 facing the lip 209. A sleeve 226, which in this illustrative embodiment is ceramic such as alumina or steatite, with an outside wall 226 which includes a tapered portion 229 and a cylindrical portion 230, has at its upper end a stepped seat 233 defined by an annular wall 231 and a flat surface 235. The ceramic sleeve 225 also has a cylindrical bore 237 defined by an inside wall 236. The ceramic sleeve 225 is seated within the upper portion of the opening 8, with its outside wall in contact with the inside wall 210 of the annular lip, and the pin 230 is seated within the ceramic sleeve, with the flange 220 seated within the stepped seat 233 and the shank 214 within the bore 237. The bore 237 is larger in diameter than the shank 214 so as to leave a substantial space 238 between the shank and the inside wall 236.

In this embodiment, seal 218 is glass and has a neck 240 extending for about a quarter of the distance from the bottom edge of the ceramic sleeve, between the inside wall 236 and the shank 214 of the pin, and bonding the two to one another, and a body portion 241, extending between the inside wall 210 of the lip, the bottom edge of the ceramic sleeve and the shank 214, bonding them all together.

In this embodiment, in which a space exists between the sleeve and the pin through a part of their mutual reach, a sealing medium 270 approved for use in hermetic motor applications such as epoxy, silicone or motor varnish or even glass can be contained in the dish-like cavity provided by the wall 231, to seal the space against the ingress of foreign material.

In Figure 3, a second embodiment 301, is illustrated. The bottom 3 of the body 2 in this embodiment has an opening 308 defined by an annular lip 309 with an inside surface 310, a free edge 311, which in this embodiment, is substantially flat, and a radius 312. A current conducting pin 313 has a shank 314, an inner end 316, an outer end 315, and a flange 320. The flange 320 in this embodiment has a diameter at least as great as the outside diameter of the annular lip 309 at its free edge 311. The underside of the flange 320 has a generally flat radial surface 322.

A sleeve 325 in this embodiment has an outside wall 326 with a tapered portion 329 and a cylindrical nose portion 327. The sleeve 325 also has a flat top surface 335 and a bore 337 defined by an inside wall 336. The bore 337 is slightly larger than the shank 314, so as to leave a space 338. In this embodiment, the nose 327 is mounted within the opening 308, and is centered by the impingement of the tapered portion 329 on the upper edge of the inside surface 310, leaving a space 339 between the nose and the inside surface 310.

In this embodiment, a seal 318 has a neck 340 that extends the length of the bore 337 of the sleeve, a body 341 and a collar 342. The neck 340 bonds the shank 314 to the inside wall 336, the collar 342 bonds the nose 327 to the inside surface 310, and the body 341 bonds all three.

In Figure 4, a third embodiment 401 is illustrated. The bottom 3 of the body 2 in this embodiment has an opening 408 defined by an annular lip 409 with an inside surface 410, a free edge 411, which in this embodiment, is substantially flat, and a radius 412. A current conducting pin 413 has a shank 414, an inner end 416, an outer end 415 and an integral, radially projecting flange 420. The flange 420 in this embodiment has a diameter equal to the outside diameter of the annular lip 409 at its free edge 411. The underside of the flange 420 has a flat radial surface 422.

A sleeve 425 in this embodiment has an outside wall 426 at the lower end of which is a cylindrical nose 427 of a diameter to fit closely within the opening 408 and a cylindrical portion 429 of a diameter equal to the outside diameter of the lip 409 at its free edge 411. The nose 427 and portion 429 of larger diameter are coaxial, and define between them a step with a flat surface 431 that bears upon the flat surface of the free edge 411. The underside 422 of the flange 420 bears against a flat top surface 435 of the sleeve 425.

In this embodiment, an inside wall 436 of the sleeve is of a diameter closely to fit with the shank 414.

In this embodiment, a seal 418 bonds the lip to a broad flat bottom surface of the nose portion 427 and to the shank 414.

In Figure 5 a fourth embodiment 501 is illustrated. The embodiment of Figure 5 is substantially the same as the embodiment shown in Figure 4 but for the fact that a seal 518 in the present embodiment has a body 541 and a neck 540, extending through the length of a space 538 between an inside wall 536 and a shank 514 of the current conducting pin.

In Figure 6 a fifth embodiment 601 is illustrated. The embodiment 601 differs from the embodiment 401 in that a sleeve 625 has a nose 627 with an outside diameter smaller than the inside diameter of a lip 609. Both the nose 627 and a flat surface 631 of the sleeve 625 are spaced from the lip 609, to leave an axial space 633 and a radial space 638 between the sleeve and lip. A seal 618 has a body 641, a
collar 642 and an annular seal 643, all integral. The seal 643 bonds the surface 631 of the sleeve to the flat upper surface of the lip 609, the collar 642 bonds the nose of the sleeve to the inside surface of the lip, and the body 641 bonds the lip, sleeve and shank together.

In Figure 7 a sixth embodiment 701 is illustrated. The embodiment 701 is the same as the embodiment 601 except that an inside wall 736 of the sleeve defines a bore of larger diameter than the shank of the pin, to provide a space 738, into which a neck 740 of sealing material extends.

In Figure 8, a seventh embodiment 801 is illustrated. In this embodiment, a sleeve 825 has an outside wall 826 that is uniformly cylindrical, and an inside wall 836, of a diameter greater than the outside diameter of the shank of the current conducting pin, and with a radius 837 at its lower edge, between the inside wall 836 and a flat bottom surface 845. The flat surface 845 is spaced from a flat surface 811 of the lip, and a seal 818 has a body 841, a neck 840 extending the length of the space between the inside wall 836 of the sleeve and the shank of the pin, and a radially extending annular seal 843.

In Figure 9, an eighth embodiment 901 is illustrated. In this embodiment, a sleeve 925 has an outside wall 926 that is generally cylindrical but stepped to provide a nose 927 that fits closely within the bore of the lip, a body section 929 and an annular rim portion 931 defining with a flat surface on the body 929 a seat for the flange of the conductive pin, much as in the embodiment 201. The nose 927 is smaller in diameter than the body 929, and the bridging surface between the outer surfaces of the nose and body is a chamfer 932. The diameter of the annular rim 931 is greater than that of the body 929, and the two are joined by a radius. In this embodiment, the shank of the current conducting pin fits closely within the bore of the sleeve, as in the embodiments 401 and 601, and, as in the embodiment 401, a seal bonds the inner wall of the lip, a flat surface of the nose and the pin shank. This embodiment is considered to be the preferred embodiment.

The manufacture of the various embodiments will be readily apparent to those skilled in the hermetic refrigeration terminal art.

In the operation of the refrigeration terminal of this invention, in the embodiments 201, 301, and 901, if the seal should give way under pressure, the taper, or in the case of 901, the chamfer of the sleeve, tends to wedge the lip outwardly to double it over and in effect create a strong reinforcement within which the body, and in the case of the embodiment 301, the rim, will be held. In the embodiments 401 through 801, the sleeve, resting upon the upward edge of the lip makes it difficult for the assembly to come out of the cup unless the metal ruptures. Inasmuch as the cups are made of heavy gauge steel, this is unlikely, so that the area of the current conducting pin is not a particular point of weakness.

Numerous variations in the construction of the hermetic refrigeration terminal of this invention, within the scope of the appended claims, will occur to those skilled in the art in the light of the foregoing disclosure. Merely by way of example, the current conducting pin flange can be welded either as a washer or as part of a terminal tab, or can even be made in the form of a snap ring fitting within a groove in the pin, or a star washer. The flange can be dished, extending toward the sleeve at an acute angle with respect to the current conducting pin, in which case the uppermost surface of the sleeve can be relieved, generally complementarily to the angle of the flange.

Such a construction would still be embraced within the term "generally radially" as applied to the extending of the flange. Various permutations and combinations of the eight different embodiments shown can be employed. The face of the sleeve facing the upper surface of the lip can be formed so as incline inwardly upwardly, thus tending to force the lip inwardly if the glass seal gives way. The sleeve is preferably made of ceramic but any suitable electrically insulating material with high strength in compression, that is unaffected by refrigerant can be used. Among materials presently approved for use inside hermetic compressors are phenolic molding compounds, polyester molding composition (e.g. Dacron), polyethylene terephthalate (e.g. Mylar), polytetrafluoroethylene (e.g. Teflon), Dacron, Mylar and Teflon all being Registered Trade Marks and products of E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., and epoxy resins. Similarly, although the preferred seal is glass, the seal bonding the pin can be of any suitable composition so long as it exhibits the characteristics of the glass seals presently employed in hermetic refrigeration terminals manufactured by the Fusite Division of Emerson Electric Co., for example. Thus epoxy can be used, or phenolic resins either singly or bonded in turn with epoxy. The term bonded is used to embrace fusing and also adhering hermetically as by adhesive. These are merely illustrative.

Claims

1. Hermetic refrigeration terminal having a cup-shaped body (2) with a generally flat bottom (3) and at least one opening (8; 308; 408) in said bottom defined by an annular sealing lip (9; 209; 309; 409; 609), a current conducting pin (13; 213; 313; 413) extending through said opening and beyond both ends of said lip, the inner end (16) of said pin being on the dish side and the outer end (15) on the outer side of said body, and a seal (18; 218; 318; 418; 518; 618; 818) bonding said pin to an inside surface of said lip, characterized in that a flange (20; 220; 320; 420) extends generally
1. Brone d’appareil de réfrigération hermétique comportant un corps en forme de cuvette (2) ayant un fond généralement plat (3) dans lequel est ménagée au moins une ouverture (8; 308; 408) définie par une lèvre annulaire d’étanchéité (9; 209; 309; 409; 609), une broche conductrice de courant (13; 213; 313; 413) s’étendant à travers cette ouverture et au-delà des deux extrémités de la lèvre, l’extrémité intérieure (16) de cette broche étant située sur le côté cuvette et son extrémité extérieure (15), sur le côté extérieur du corps, ainsi qu’un joint étanche (18; 218; 318; 418; 518; 618; 818) l’arrêtant à une surface intérieure de la lèvre, caractérisé en ce qu’une brèche (20; 220; 320; 420) s’étend généralement radialement à partir de la broche et est située entre la lèvre et l’extrémité intérieure de cette broche, tandis qu’un manchon céramique (25; 225; 325; 425; 625; 825) entoure cette dernière et s’étend entre la bride et la lèvre, ce manchon comportant au moins une partie d’un diamètre supérieur à celui de l’ouverture (8; 308; 408), tandis qu’il est lié au joint étanche à son extrémité opposée à la bride.

2. Borne suivant la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce que la bride (20; 220; 320; 420) est solidaire de la broche (13; 213; 313; 413).

3. Borne suivant la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisée en ce qu’une partie du manchon (25; 225; 325; 425; 625) ressort dans l’ouverture (8; 308; 408) définie par le lèvre (9; 209; 309; 409; 609).

4. Borne suivant la revendication 3, caractérisée en ce que la partie (427) ressortant dans l’ouverture (408) et la partie (429) ayant un diamètre supérieur à celle de l’ouverture définissant, entre elles, un gradin dont une partie ressort radialement le long du bord libre (411) de la lèvre (409).

5. Borne suivant la revendication 3, caractérisée en ce que le manchon (225; 325) comporte une paroi extérieure conique allant en s’évasant de la lèvre (209; 309) vers la bride (220; 320).

6. Borne suivant l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, caractérisée en ce que le manchon (225) est espacé radialement de la broche (213), l’espace (238) étant comblé au moins partiellement avec une matière de liaison.

7. Borne suivant l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, caractérisée en ce que le manchon (625) est espacé axialement de la lèvre (309), l’espace (638) étant comblé au moins partiellement avec une matière de liaison.

8. Borne suivant l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, caractérisée en ce qu'au
moins une partie du tronçon (627) du manchon (625) qui ressort dans l’ouverture définie par la lèvre (609), est espacée radialement de cette dernière, l’espace (633) étant comblé au moins partiellement avec une matière de liaison.

10. Borne suivant la revendication 4, caractérisée en ce que la partie du gradin qui s’étend radialement, entre en contact avec le bord libre (411) de la lèvre (409).

11. Borne suivant la revendication 6, caractérisée en ce qu’un milieu d’étanchéité (270) est prévu autour de la bride (220) à l’intérieur de rebord (230).

12. Borne suivant l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 11, caractérisée en ce que le manchon (225) est espacé radialement de la broche (213), tandis que le joint étanche en verre (218) s’étend à travers au moins une partie de l’espace annulaire défini entre le manchon et la broche.

**Patentansprüche**

1. Hermetischer Kühlan schlus mit einem becherformigen Körper (2), der einen insgesamt ebenen Boden (3) und wenigstens eine Öffnung (8; 308; 408) in dem Boden hat, die durch eine ringförmige Dichtlippe (9; 209; 309; 409; 609) begrenzt wird, mit einem stromführen den Stift (13; 213; 313; 413), der sich durch die Öffnung und über beide Enden der Lippe hinaus erstreckt, wobei sich das innere Ende (16) des Stiftes auf der Veripherungseite und das äußere Ende (15) auf der äußeren Seite des Körpers befindet, und mit einer Dichtung (18; 218; 318; 418; 518; 618; 818), die den Stift mit einer Innennoberfläche der Lippe verbindet, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß sich ein Flansch (20; 220; 320; 420) insgesamt radial von dem Stift aus erstreckt und zwischen der Lippe und dem inneren Ende des Stiftes angeordnet ist, und daß eine Keramikhülse (25; 225; 325; 425; 625; 825) den Stift umgibt und sich zwischen dem Flansch der Lippe erstreckt, wobei die Hülse wenigstens einen Teil mit einem Durchmesser hat, der größer ist als die Öffnung (8; 308; 408), und an ihrem zu dem Flansch entgegengesetzten Ende mit der Dichtung verbunden ist.

2. Anschluß nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Flansch (20; 220; 320; 420) an dem Stift (13; 213; 313; 413) angeformt ist.

3. Anschluß nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß ein Teil der Hülse (25; 225; 325; 425; 625) in die Öffnung (8; 308; 408) hinein vorsteht, die durch die Lippe (9; 209; 309; 409; 609) begrenzt wird.

4. Anschluß nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Teil (427), der in die Öffnung (408) hinein vorsteht, und der Teil (429), welcher einen Durchmesser hat, der größer ist als der Durchmesser der Öffnung, zwischen sich eine Stufe begrenzen, die einen Teil hat, der radial längs des freien Randes (411) der Lippe (409) vorsteht.

5. Anschluß nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Hülse (225, 325) an der Außenseite konisch ist und sich von der Lippe (209; 309) aus nach außen zu dem Flansch (220; 320) erweitert.

6. Anschluß nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Hülse (225) einen Rand (230) an ihrem Ende hat, der an den Flansch (220) angrenzt, und daß der Flansch innerhalb des Umfangs des Randes sitzt.

7. Anschluß nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Hülse (225) radialen Abstand von dem Stift (213) hat und daß der Zwischenraum (238) wenigstens zum Teil mit Bindemittel gefüllt ist.

8. Anschluß nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Hülse (625) axialen Abstand von der Lippe (309) hat und daß der Zwischenraum (638) wenigstens zum Teil mit Bindemittel gefüllt ist.

9. Anschluß nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß wenigstens ein Teil des Teils (627) der Hülse (625), der in die Öffnung hinein vorsteht, welche durch die Lippe (609) begrenzt wird, radialen Abstand von der Lippe hat und daß der Zwischenraum (638) wenigstens zum Teil mit Bindemittel gefüllt ist.

10. Anschluß nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der sich radial erstreckende Teil der Stufe an dem freien Rand (411) der Lippe (409) anliegt.

11. Anschluß nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß ein Dichmittel (270) um den Flansch (220) innerhalb des Randes (230) vorgesehen ist.

12. Anschluß nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 11, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Hülse (225) radialen Abstand von dem Stift (213) hat und daß sich die Glasdichtung (218) durch wenigstens einen Teil des ringförmigen Zwischenraums zwischen der Hülse und dem Stift erstreckt.